Since 1991, **ADVANCED PRODUCTS** has utilized the most advanced thermoplastic technologies, creating **NO maintenance**, sustainable railing solutions that exceed all major national building codes. These unique products have been specially formulated to withstand the damaging effects of salt spray, chemicals, ultra-violet light, abuse and other site conditions.

Advanced Products custom manufactures various styles of metal reinforced thermoplastic railing, not to be confused with residential “deck” railing. Our thermoplastic railing systems are designed to withstand the daily abuse of “high traffic” areas such as:

- Amusement and Water Parks
- Hotels and Condominiums
- Sports Arenas and Stadiums
- Schools, Airports, Bus & Train Stations
- Coastal and Inland Establishments

Advanced Products is organized to assist you in engineering and design, from concept through manufacture. Our “state of the art” materials are complimented by our computer aided design abilities.

More information about our complete family of products is available at www.ADVRAIL.com or by calling 1-800-RAILING (724-5464).
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THE THERMOPLASTIC RAILING SYSTEMS

Structural integrity without compromising aesthetic beauty... **Advanced Products** is an “Intelligent Alternative”... From ADA entryways to high rise balconies, from stadiums to custom residential projects, **Advanced Products** are suited for any application.
Stocking Colors*

- BLACK
- BROWN
- GRAY
- WHITE

*Special order colors are available upon request.